[The evaluation of medicinal therapy under treatment of arterial hypertension in hospital].
The article presents the analysis of data of "Study on Global AGEing and Adult Health, 2007-2010" (SAGE) concerning subjective judging of health, prevalence of ischemic heart disease under different levels of arterial pressure in similar age groups. An attempt is made to evaluate spectrum of pharmaceuticals applied in treatment of patients with arterial pressure in hospital at the level of oblast hospital. According official statistics of Minzdrav of Russia, in 20102 prevalence of diseases characterized by higher arterial pressure amounted to 10.5% in adult population and to 22.3% in population older than able-bodied age. At the same time, according SAGE data, prevalence of various forms of hypertension disease in population older than 50 years amounted to 52.8%. That is, this pathology is often missed in conditions of mass medical network. Thereafter, patients receive no necessary medicinal therapy. The one or another treatment was provided to almost 94% of patients with hypertension disease diagnosed by physician. At that, among patients received treatment the normal levels of both systolic and diastolic pressure were established in less than 20% of patients with hypertension. Therefore, the issue of effectiveness of applied methods of correction of arterial hypertension become a matter of interest. The appropriate treatment of hypertension is a mean to decrease complications and as a result to diminish mortality of diseases of circulatory system.